Diwali and Children’s Day Celebration at Samta Seva Anath Ashram

“Happiness doubles when you share it with someone”

This “understatement” was experienced when Students and Staff of Green Heaven Institute of Management and Research, Nagpur (GHIMR) celebrated the Diwali and Children’s Day with the inmates at Samatha Seva Anath Ashram, Yashodhara Nagar, Kampthee Road, Nagpur. We call this as an “understatement” as we experienced our happiness multiplying limitlessly to see the smiling faces of the kids when the Cake, Snacks and Gifts were distributed to them! Diwali, the favourite festival of all was well spent by GHIMR by donating cereals and daily need items to the orphanage. Rohit Kothekar student of MBA Semester-I explained the importance of education to the kids whereas as Twinkle Mohaliya student of MBA Semester-III also explained the importance of education in life by a beautiful poem. Shri Anil Sharma, Secretary Jaidurga Bahu-uddeshiya Jankalayan Sanstha felicitated Shri Ashok Bahadure, President of Samatha Seva Anath Ashram Trust with a Floral Bouquet and Memento and also appreciated the noble selfless task being undertaken by Mr. and Mrs. Bahadure. Dr. T. Kalyani, Director, Green Heaven Institute of Management and Research, Nagpur was the main source of inspiration behind the event. Shri Anil Sharma also welcomed this initiative by the students of GHIMR. During this event, Prof. Rajani Kumar, Prof. Anup Suchak, Prof. Avinash Bhowate and Prof. Shubhangi Jepulkar were also present along with students of MBA Semester-III and Semester-I. The event was successfully co-ordinated by students of GHIMR Vijay Badwaik, Twinkle Gour, Nitin Randive, Shivani Baghel and team.